[Treatment with continuous positive nasal pressure in obstructive sleep apnea syndrome].
The collapse of the soft tissues of the upper airway during sleep is decisive in the pathogenesis of the obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. The administration of an air flow of adjustable pressure through the nose is efficient to overcome the obstruction and favor respiration without apnea. Twenty-two patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome were treated with continuous positive pressure of the upper airway with the aim of evaluating the effect of this treatment on sleep, respiration and cardiac rhythm following the first night of treatment. Following the night of treatment an increase of the III, IV states and sleep REM with a shortening of REM latency was observed. The number of apneas diminished drastically thus improving cardiac arrhythmias detected in the basal study. Treatment of the upper airway with continuous positive pressure is efficient not only for the correction of apneas and cardiac arrhythmia but also for the consolidation of a normal sleep cycle.